Global Architecture Brigades

Health Center in El Cantón, Honduras
Brigade Activities

The participants on the brigade experienced a wide variety of sustainable activities: we dug the trenches and poured the foundation for the health center; we engaged the local children in an educational activity where we taught them the basics behind good structure design, and finally, we developed relationships through our work with the community members.

We witnessed sustainability in many ways: the three most prevalent related to economic, social, and environmental.
GLOBAL ARCHITECTURE BRIGADES

"GLOBAL ARCHITECTURE BRIGADES AT NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY SEEK TO HELP DESIGN AND BUILD STRUCTURES FOR IMPOVERISHED AREAS OF THE WORLD...

...WE SEEK TO ENRICH THE LIVES OF STUDENTS THROUGH OUR PHILANTHROPIC ENDOWERS AND ALSO THROUGH DESIGN COMPETITIONS, ARCHITECTURE TOURS, AND BRAINSTORMING SESSIONS..."

"... AND WE VIEW SUSTAINABILITY THROUGH ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, AND ENVIRONMENTAL LENSES."